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Summary:
This essay intends t discuss sme critical readings f fictinal and theretical
texts n gender cnditin in Sutheast Asian cuntries. Nwadays, many texts abut
wmen in Sutheast Asia apply cncepts f pwer in unusual areas. Traditinal frms
f gender hegemny have been replaced by ther pwerful, if smewhat mre cvert,
frms. We will discuss sme universal values cncerning cnventinal female rles as
well as the strategies used t recgnize wmen in plitical fields traditinally
characterized by male dminance. Female empwerment will mean different things at
different times in histry, as a result f culture, lcal gegraphy and individual
circumstances. Empwerment needs t be perceived as an individual attitude, but it als
has t be facilitated at the macrlevel by sciety and the State. Gender is very much at
the heart f all these dynamics, strngly related t specificities f histrical, cultural,
ethnic and class situatedness, requiring an interdisciplinary transnatinal apprach.
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Intrductin
With this essay I wuld like t discuss sme critical readings f fictinal and
theretical texts n gender cnditin in Sutheast Asian cuntries, trying t establish
their main issues and guidelines. I am therefre ging t pay special attentin t the
issue f silenced female vices and t the ignred practices f wmen’s everyday life.
And what happens (r may happen) when they are allwed t have nt a rm f their
wn, but a vice f their wn.
Thugh feminists have accused  Edward Said f ignring gender issues, the
cncept f ‘gender hegemny’ thrugh hegemnic representatins f the ther, the
silenced ne, reminds me f Said’s Orientalism, especially when he qutes frm Karl
Marx: “They cannt represent themselves; they have t be represented”. Said was aware
that the western cncept f rientalism implied a particularly male cnceptin f the
wrld, mst evident in nvels and jurney accunts, where wmen were ften the
creatures f a male fantasy f pwer, such as Gustave Flaubert’s Kuchuk Hanem. This
male cncept f the riental wrld tends t be static, withut any pssibility f
mvement and develpment, thus becming ‘eternally riental’. And this als applies t
the eternal essence f the riental – r Sutheast Asian – female, as represented in
steretypes and eternalized by the media, ppular culture and fficial discurse,
reflecting Said’s thery that dminated subjects (wmen, just like Said’s ‘riental’)
never speak abut themselves, their true emtins, desires and stries: they have t be
represented, smene has t speak n their behalf.
Within the scpe f this essay, I  intend t analyze sme idelgical and
rhetrical prcesses thrugh which wmen’s identity is cnstructed, either by wmen
themselves r by surrgate vices. Ethngraphy, anthrplgy, histrigraphy, fictin,
translatin, ppular culture, the mass media and all kinds f textual and visual surces
play a very imprtant rle in the inventin and re-inventin f ld and new female
identities, and in circulating these thrugh time and space. Therefre, ne has t select
and rganize resurces, such as: a) Wrks that fcus directly n wmen; b) Wrks that
refer t wmen within brader cntexts and serve as resurces fr mre specific studies.
This is the case f wrks n kinship, demgraphy, family planning and law, amng
thers, which cnsider wmen incidentally, as d many bigraphies, bibligraphies and
ethngraphies; c) Creative writing and literary criticism, including bth female writers
in general and male writing n wmen. The inclusin f wrks by female writers here is
nt intended t perpetuate the view that they shuld be cnsidered primarily as wmen.
Creative writing cmes frm persnal experience, hwever, and petry, shrt stries,
nvels, plays, and essays shuld be cunted amng the resurces relating t Sutheast
Asian wmen, because authrs are ften able t speak mre freely abut sensitive tpics
in creative writing than in ther media. Therefre, and in shrt, there may be fact in
fictin and fictin in fact, as in the wrks f Marilyn Krysl, Pramedya Ananta Ter, V.
S. Naipaul, Ga Xingjian, Salman Rushdie, and many ther renwned authrs.
In this essay, I will give special – thugh nt exclusive – attentin t the study f
texts, narratives and surces related t Indnesia and Sri Lanka. When illustrating my
argument with passages frm creative writing, I will qute frm Marilyn Krysl’s shrt-
stry “The Thing Arund Them”, published in 1998 and lcated in war-trn suthern
Sri Lanka1.
‘I Wuld Like T Tell Yu My Stry’: The Narrative f Everyday Practice
What des an accunting f everyday life have t cntribute t the current
discurse f gender studies? Is everyday life similarly r differently manifested n the
peripheries and semi-peripheries f   the capitalist wrld-system? Hw are the
pssibilities fr emancipatin inscribed in everyday practices, relatinships and events
cncretely taken up and realized by specific individuals and grups, which ften take
the frm f new ptential fr autnmy, dissent r accmmdatin? What implicatins
d recent transfrmatins and ld cntinuities in the nature f everyday life hld fr the
analyses   f   subjectivity, gender, embdiment, ethnicity,   sci-cultural identity,
sexuality r the cncept f ‘experience’?
Befre he died, André Lefevere was develping a thery f cultural grids, based
n the wrks f Pierre Burdieu and his cncept f cultural capital. In Lefevere’s
schema, a kind f grid system can be mapped ut that shws the rle and place f texts
and discurses within a culture and the rle they might play in anther culture. Such a
1 Marilyn Krysl has published several bks f petry (Saying Things, 1978; Mre Palmin, Please,
Mre Fuchsia, 1980; Diana Lucifera, 1983; Midwife, 1989; Sulskin, 1996; Warscape with Lvers, 1997)
and shrt stry cllectins (Hney Yu've Been Dealt a Winning Hand, 1980; Mzart, Westmreland and
Me, 1985; Hw t Accmmdate Men, 1998). She was a teacher in China and wrked as a vlunteer fr
Peace Brigade Internatinal in  Sri Lanka, and at the Kalighat Hme fr the  Destitute and Dying,
administered by Mther Teresa’s Sisters f Charity in Calcutta. She is the directr f the Creative Writing
prgram at the University f Clrad at Bulder, and c-edits the literary jurnal Many Muntains
Mving. “The Thing Arund Them” appeared in Hw t Accmmdate Men (1998) and was selected fr
The Best American Shrt Stries 2000, edited by E. L. Dctrw. “The Thing Arund Them” is ne f
the fur stries f Hw t Accmmdate Men’s secnd sectin “The Island”, which reflects the writer’s
experience as a Peace Crps recruit in Sri Lanka and details the hrrrs f the current civil war between
the Hindu Tamils and the Buddhist Sinhalese. In “The Thing Arund Them”, a yung mther whse
husband was taken away by guerrillas hpes t save her sn by sending him abrad fr adptin. But
when sldiers surrund her daughter’s schl, she realizes she can d little t prtect her family frm the
suffcating atmsphere f terrr.
system wuld clearly shw that texts underg all kinds f variatins in status bth inter-
temprally and inter-culturally, and wuld help us t explain sme f the vagaries f
thse changes.
While discussing gender in translatin, Sherry Simn pints ut that thse
spaces that were nce identified as universal (such as the great humanist traditin, the
cann f great bks, the public space assciated with demcratic cmmunicatin, the
mdel f culture which sustained the ideal f citizenship) have nw been expsed as
being essentially expressive f the values f the white, Eurpean, middle-class male.
This is why stries f life, case studies and interviews with wmen f every age,
educatin and backgrund must be cnsidered as seriusly valuable materials fr an
inside study f gender in Sutheast Asia, capable f generating encmpassing theries.
The previusly silenced vices f these wmen (nn-white, nn-Eurpean, nn-middle-
class and nn-male), and the narratives they prduce, have t be given a new rle and
status, in a mdern transnatinal, interdisciplinary cultural grid: small vices instead f
great bks, the space f hme instead f the public space, that is t say, the narratives
f everyday cmmn life, read and decdified in their wn cntext. Mrever, by
listening t wmen’s vices and their life-stries, we learn abut their real needs and
listen t their requests. Because narratives f actual lives prduced by human beings
with a vice, a face and a name, create spaces f empathy. Cnsequently, prjects f
actin and research will be cnducted in rder t btain actual and useful results.
The first reading whse impressins  I wuld  like t  share refers  t Walter
Williams’s Javanese Lives: Wmen and Men in Mdern Indnesian Sciety, a set f 27
shrt autbigraphical interviews cnducted by the authr and his cllabratrs in Java
between 1987 and 88, with individuals – bth men and wmen – that represent a wide
diversity f Javanese peple. The peple interviewed tell hw they have cped with
rapid changes in sciety and ecnmy, and with the transfrmatin f their traditins.
These ral histries were gathered frm wmen and men f varius religins,
sci-ecnmic status and ethnic backgrunds. Diversity is a cnstant theme, as
evidenced by a pr pedicab driver wh can barely survive; by a rich businesswman
wh explains hw she balances her prfessinal and dmestic rles; by an educated and
respected hmsexual schl principal; and by an illiterate mther f furteen children.
All f them present in their stries a unique Javanese apprach t everyday living. The
fcus f the first sectin f the bk is the way peple have adapted their daily lives t
underging massive scial and ecnmic changes. In the middle sectin, we hear frm
the Javanese wh represent traditinal values in the midst f rapid evlutin. Finally,
we hear frm educatrs and parents wh tell us f their cncerns abut yuth and the
future f the cuntry.
Similarly, Wmen  at the  Crssrads:  A  Sri Lankan  Perspective, edited by
Sirima Kiribamune and Vidyamali Samarasinghe, relies n interviews and case studies
t deal with a wide spectrum f issues related t emplyment and wmen’s scial and
dmestic rles, as well as t vital cncerns and perceptins f wmen in an Asian
sciety faced with the dilemmas f ecnmic and scial mutatin. The authrs include
interdisciplinary studies n traditin and mdernity; parliamentary plitics; educatin;
family law and scial justice; Sri Lankan, Bengali and Indian dmestic aides in the
Persian Gulf states (Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia and Bahrain); schl
teachers; marriage, mtherhd and emplyment.
Mdern Sri Lanka is als the field cvered by Swarna Jayaweera, wh edits
Wmen  in  Pst-Independence Sri Lanka, a cllectin  f essays  which reviews  the
different paths Sri Lankan wmen have taken t achieve greater plitical and ecnmic
empwerment and cntrl ver their lives, during the fifty-smething years that have
elapsed since this cuntry gained plitical independence, i.e., 1948.
Adpting a gender perspective, this vlume discusses the impact n wmen f
the scial,  plitical and ecnmic develpments  which  have ccurred during these
eventful decades. On the face f it, the cuntry’s recrd n gender issues has been
remarkable: wmen have ccupied and cntinue t ccupy psitins in the highest
echelns f plitical pwer; the cuntry ranks high n the list f develping natins in
terms f its scial indicatrs; and bth men and wmen have enjyed the franchise since
lng befre 1948. Hwever, a clser examinatin reveals that, despite all this, gender
issues cntinue t be largely ignred in plicy making and in imprtant sectrs f
natinal develpment.
Therefre, the  bk pens with an verview f  the  varius spheres where
wmen are affected: law and human rights; the impact f the cntinuing ethnic cnflict
and vilence; educatin and emplyment; health and ppulatin; changes in scial and
intra-family structures; the emergence f wmen’s rganizatins; reasns fr upward
mbility, endemic pverty and vilence. But all these tpics take int serius
cnsideratin the vices f Sri Lankan wmen themselves, by studying and quting
extensively frm interviews with wmen frm different sci-ecnmic strata and with
thse wh have experienced first-hand the effects f plitical upheaval and vilence.
In Suth and Sutheast Asian cuntries, a large number f wmen have been
emplyed as teachers, frm primary t higher secndary schl and, thugh
cmparatively fewer in number, at cllege and university level. This has given rise,
hwever, t rle cnflicts in a wman-teacher’s everyday life experience. Based n
extensive fieldwrk and persnal interviews  in Sri Lanka,  Nepal and India,  Usha
Nayar’s Wmen Teachers in Suth Asia reveals a pattern f cntinuity, discntinuity
and change in the ccupatinal mbility, rle cmmitment and als rle-cnflicts f
wmen teachers in these three scieties, as teaching at any level gradually becmes a
specialized jb, requiring a particular kind f training, skill and aptitude. Tracing the
grwth and evlutin f educatin and teaching as a prfessin fr wmen in traditinal
Asian scieties, this pineering crss-cultural study shws that while at lwer levels
wmen teachers take their ccupatin almst as an extensin f her family rles (in
terms f space and time), at higher levels their family rles cme int cnflict with their
prfessin, thugh they have in general displayed a remarkable capacity fr evlving a
certain cmpatibility between them.
When it cmes t remunerated wrk utside the dmestic space, gender rles
and cnflicts f identity becme even mre evident in prfessins that require a high
level f academic educatin and ffer bth persnal and ecnmic pwer. Fr such
wmen, new alternatives cntinuusly interplay with the frces f adat (traditin) and
religin, which are nt always cmpatible, bearing in mind that what may be
‘apprpriate’ accrding t traditin at hme, may nt be ‘apprpriate’ accrding t
mdern crprate culture at wrk. In ther wrds, gender identity in ne realm des nt
necessarily travel well int anther scial situatin.
This type f rle cnflict is analyzed by Wil Lundstrm, in his essay “Gendered
Brders: Abut Sme Prfessinal Wmen in Malaysia”, which intends t reveal what
well-educated female emplyees are ding with their private lives and gender identity,
as they fllw career patterns that were nce mre typical f men. In Malaysia, we find
a  new  generatin f  well-educated widely-travelled wmen, wh mix and blend
different ways f cultural rientatin. Lundstrm’s research emphasizes the deep
cnnectin between prfessinal, family and religius fulfillment fr these wmen.
During their interviews, they reveal hw imprtant it is fr them t be ambitius,
recgnized prfessinals, t be gd active Muslims and t have children. Dmestic
wrk is nt the heavy restraining lad it ften is in the West, as it is left t servants r
helpful relatives. Marriage is, first f all, the (sle) acceptable way fr having children
and it shuld als prvide emtinal fulfillment.
But wmen’s ptential fr agency is nt restricted t their participatin in
Western-like frms f rganizatin, educatin r prductin. Sustainable management
f traditinal lcal resurces can als prfit frm wmen’s experience and functin as
an alternative surce f incme fr them, thus raising their scial and ecnmic status.
Fr instance, ne f tday’s mst pressing challenges is t find strategic slutins t
defrestatin, and t strengthen the sustainable management f frests. In Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, Indnesia, Thailand, the Philippines and Nepal, the traditinal cntributin
f lcal cmmunities t frestry and tree management has always been significant.
Hwever, cmmunities are nw almst fully excluded frm this task. In the few
instances in which cmmunities participate in frestry, they d s as cheap laburers in
the prductin f timber, and never at the level f planning and design. In tw case
studies based in Sri Lanka and published in Defrestatin, Wmen and Frestry, Anja
Wickramasinghe explres histrical trends that have led t defrestatin, wmen’s lss
f cntrl ver resurces and t the cnflicting pririties f frestry prfessinals and
rural wmen.
As a develpment sectr, frestry is male dminated. Decisins made at the
level f plicy, planning and reginal implementatin are accepted as infallible.
Wmen, wh frm the lwest strata f sciety, must therefre implement decisins that
ignre their wn urgent needs. Rural wmen in develping cuntries use frests as a
prvider f items essential fr husehld survival: fd fr the family, wd fr
dmestic cking, fdder fr dmestic animals, fibre and raw materials fr making
husehld utensils, pharmaceutical prducts t treat ailments and prevent the spread f
disease – all these are acquired in the frest. Fr centuries, these resurces were widely
available and wmen used them freely. In the prcess, wmen accumulated an immense
hard f knwledge, namely where resurces were available and hw they culd mst
efficiently be used and preserved fr future generatins. The fd security f rural
ppulatins has therefre always been directly dependent n frests and tree farms.
With such a clse invlvement in day-t-day survival, wmen in rural areas are
knwledgeable in the multiple uses f frest resurces. Therefre, they are ptential
planners and designers, with the capability f changing the present negative situatin.
This gender disparity in attitudes twards frestry (wmen’s lasting interest in tree
prducts and men’s interest in timber btained thrugh destructive harvesting) can be
recnciled thrugh the prmtin f tree planting. Hwever, these tasks perfrmed by
wmen shuld nt be taken as bilgical cmmitments, nr shuld wmen’s
invlvement be justified by theries that t easily link wmen with nature.
In the same field as Wickramasinghe’s study, a strng sense f emtinal
cnnectin with the envirnment – here understd as prf f humanity and nt just f
‘wmanity’ – is cnveyed by the first extract frm Marilyn Krysl’s “The Thing Arund
Them” I selected in rder t illustrate the abve-mentined factuality f fictin. In this
extract, yung Vasuki  visits  what is left  f her belved frest, after sldiers  have
devastated this ptential hiding place fr rebels:
A day and a night passed. Then the news came. Sldiers had cut the ccnut trees. They
said it was t use the trunks fr bunkers, but they’d cut every tree. Orchard after rchard, all the
way back t that first generatin fell in this cutting. Even the rchards which belnged t the
Cathlic priests were cut withut a single piece f paper granting dispensatin. Vasuki left the
children with Sri and went t where the rchards had been. It felt as thugh angry speech had
sht ut acrss the air, cursing whatever lvely thing was in its path. The stumps were white,
shcking. Yu didn’t want t walk there. There was t much sadness in that place. (129)
Krysl’s prse als intrduces anther imprtant, smetimes even dminant,
subject in the narrative f everyday practice, which is the narrative f the everyday
practice f terrr, with its manifld and very significant discursive strategies.
Narratives f Vilence: The Everyday Practice f Terrr
The narrative f vilence is anther imprtant type f discurse generated by
extreme pverty, strng relatins f inequality and clse cntact with terrr and sheer
survival n a daily basis. Old and new realities require an adequate vcabulary, with its
plissemic wrds and metaphrs, whse meanings are created and shared by  the
affected cmmunity, because vilence has t be described and smehw justified by
bth victims and perpetratrs. Vilence against wmen may take multiple frms, wear
several masks, play its hegemnic rle in many scenaris.
The case f Asian dmestic aides in the Persian Gulf states, and their subhuman
living cnditins, already  intrduced in Wmen at the Crssrads, is the cre f
Michele Ruth Gamburd’s The Kitchen Spn’s Handle, which fcus specifically n Sri
Lankan migrant dmestic wrkers. Dmestic service abrad functins as a pssible but
uncertain respnse t scial and ecnmic changes, in a cntext f severe inequality
inside the family, the cmmunity, and the natin. This inequality is als evident in the
relatins between natins, races, religins, and cultures established by migratin. The
case studies described in this bk blend the painful stries and memries f returned
migrants and their families and neighburs with interviews t gvernment fficials,
recruiting agents and mneylenders, thus shwing the cnfluence f glbal and lcal
prcesses in the lives f these wmen and their cmmunity. I wuld like t emphasize
that, in mst cases presented here, vilence against wmen is perpetrated by bth male
and female emplyers. Asian dmestic aides are seen as mere cmmdities, an
expendable slave-like wrkfrce that even a middle-class family is able t affrd.
But there are ther frms f tacit vilence and cnsented transnatinal
explitatin f Asian wmen, as in the strange case f ‘mail-rder brides’, wh are
advertised, selected and purchased thrugh glssy-paper catalgues and websites.
Rland Tlentin explres this practice in America and Canada in his essay “Bdies,
Letters, Catalgs: Filipinas in Transnatinal Space”, published in Transnatinal Asia
Pacific: Gender, Culture and the Public Sphere.
The ‘mail-rder bride’ exists within a narrative f hegemny, f disguised
vilence,  a nstalgic discursive prductin  that enhances  the values  f traditinal
family and ideal scial rder. But the mail-rder bride herself, cnfined t a cmmdity
trade, is deprived f an independent discurse. The functinal third-wrld wman’s
bdy is made symptmatic f the ideal first-wrld male nuclear family narrative. The
catalgue’s text brings int perspective the desire t situate wmen in an American
space and in a time when wmen were idealized schlgirls and perfect husewives.
First-wrld men aim t regain the pleasure f authrity thrugh a cnquest f thse
third-wrld wmen wh prve themselves wrthy f redemptin frm their wn kind.
Nstalgia and gender and racial steretypes are disguised under the language f
philanthrpy. The mail-rder bride business depends n the catalgue’s verbal and
visual discurse abut passive, devted, submissive wmen, revealed as the very
antithesis f the suppsedly liberated first-wrld wman.
War,  hwever,  is the dmain  f terrr by excellence. Wmen and children
helplessly experience all srts f vilence, which has t be smehw expressed thrugh
wrds and silences, thrugh patterns f thught and behaviur… prvided that they
survive. Sasanka Perera’s recllectin f Stries f Survivrs (Sci-Plitical Cntexts
f Female Headed Husehlds in Pst-Terrr Suthern Sri Lanka), fr instance,
describes the emergence and the institutinalizatin f plitical vilence in Suthern Sri
Lanka in the late 1980s. Female-headed husehlds in Sri Lanka emerged as a scial
phenmenn in substantial numbers nly after the tw yuth uprisings, ne in the suth
amng the Sinhalese, and the ther in the nrth amng the Tamils. Men went t war and
died vilently, leaving the wmen and children t face their lives amidst uncertainty,
insecurity and terrr. While undertaking a scilgical inquiry int the lives f wmen
and children, an inevitable plitical fcus enters the scene f the research, as the
cmplicity f the state in creating cercive patterns f gvernance becmes mre and
mre visible.
Drawing upn extensive narratives f vilence articulated by wmen, Perera’s
bk captures bth the structural and emtinal upheaval that affects wmen and
children during times f war, such as living with the trtured, the disruptin f the
family, cncerns ver sexual harassment and re-marriage, cnsequences f trauma and
the prblem f missing relatives, the s-called ‘disappeared’. This widespread culture f
vilence,  with  large-scale destructin  f life and  prperty as  well as thusands  f
arbitrary disappearances, cined new wrds and altered meanings fr ld wrds, such as
the nes used fr designing ‘terrr’, ‘trture chamber’, ‘kidnapped’ r ‘the disappeared’.
These wrds made a dramatic entrance int the jurnalistic and ppular discurse, and
eventually int the narrative f everyday experience.
Articulating vilence, bth as an agent and as an bject, is a painful, difficult
task, as it becmes evident in Alex Argenti-Pillen’s Masking Terrr: Hw Wmen
Cntain Vilence in Suthern Sri Lanka. This bk gives an accunt  f the ways
wmen frm a cmmunity in the rural slums f Suthern Sri Lanka talk abut vilence
and its effects. The backgrund f the sldiers cmmnly depicted as perpetratrs,
because f the gencidal war crimes against Tamil cmmunities, is recnstructed
thrugh the stries f their mthers, sisters, wives and grandmthers. In rder t
understand these stries, it is imprtant t analyze the language in which they are tld.
These wmen’s ften metaphrical and ambiguus discurse abut a daily reality f
vilence underlines the difficulty f sustaining a chesive scial reality by thse living
perennially under what they call ‘the gaze f the wild’. One feels that there has t be a
srt f discursive dmesticatin f plitical vilence, bth by victims and families f
perpetratrs, in rder t “mask terrr”. Let us nt frget that ‘t mask’ means ‘t hide’,
‘t disguise’, ‘t justify’; but it can als mean ‘t embellish’. Many expressins
fluctuate between the discurse f spiritual religin and a discurse f interpersnal
vilence, because language has t describe a new unknwn reality. Peple have t cin
new wrds r give ld wrds new meanings, but sme things are better left unsaid.
Marilyn Krisl’s metaphr in the very title “The Thing Arund Them” wrks
perfectly in rder t illustrate this issue. The true meaning f such “Thing” is never
given thrughut the shrt-stry, as the characters are unable t understand the reasns
and the full extent f their cuntry’s desperate situatin: “Peple talked abut the thing
arund them – hw yu culdn’t see hw big it might be, hw yu culdn’t tell when it
wuld cme” (121). Hwever, they knw that there is smeTHING terrifying slwly
clsing arund them, a siege f terrr lming nearer and nearer, until it expldes in the
stry’s pen final, when the schl (with the children, their teacher and mthers inside)
is actually surrunded by heavily-armed sldiers. The reader is left t guess the
unspeakable things that will fllw.
The same lack f an apprpriate vcabulary fr the terrr and trture created by
man – in cntrast with the beauty and peace f Nature – is implied in the passage:
One yung man wh’d been kept almst a year had cme back. His stry was nt a
gd ne. Things had been dne t him, things with electricity. Things with water. And yet the
mn rse and set, mving the cean’s ablutins. The green curtain rippled when a breeze blew
ver the lagn. Birds sang ut their vibratry calls befre dawn, urging the sun nt its arc.
The air tasted sweet. Light laid n its hands. (119)
Sasanka Perera’s Stries f Survivrs carefully describes the new widely
experienced reality f the disappearances and the wmen’s strategies fr cping with
terrr and trture, as in the passage: “The majrity f the wmen dealt with their
feelings f hpelessness by cncentrating all their effrts n bringing up their children
in a safe and stable envirnment. It was fr the children that they wuld cntinue t
live. It was fr them that they wuld find emplyment, and fr them that they wuld
request help frm thers” (113). Thrugh creative writing, Marilyn Krysl’s “The Thing
Arund Them” accmplishes a very similar purpse:
“What is it?” Vasuki said. “Did smene hit yu?” “N,” her mther said. Vasuki
thught f the cathlic priest wh, thugh her family was nt Cathlic, had vlunteered t
intercede fr them with the sergeant. He had used an expressin Vasuki had nt heard befre:
the disappeared. […] Inside herself Vasuki cnstructed a pyre like the ne which the family
wuld have cremated Raj’s bdy. She wuld nt be like thse ther wmen, helplessly waiting.
She wuld nt wait. She wuld nt hpe. She was the mther. She std up inside that space
Raj had attended. She wuld becme even mre fiercely the mther. (117 and 125)
As it seems, wmen and their cuntry’s Histry meet frequently during times f
war, when they are its helpless victims. But wmen als tk part in the cnstructin f
thse same cuntries, in clnial and pst-clnial times. If Histry is anther srt f
narrative, what is then the rle f its female characters?
The Natin’s Narrative
Accrding t the fficial discurse f independence and natin-building in
Sutheast Asia, wmen act as secndary characters in the natin’s narrative, because the
very  definitin f natinal Histry is destined t exclude r marginalize wmen.
Clnial and pst-clnial Histry cncentrates itself n issues like inter-state
diplmacy, plitical leadership and warfare, where men play the dminant rle,
accrding t written surces that privilege male activities. In her intrductin t Other
Pasts: Wmen, Gender and Histry in Early Mdern Sutheast Asia, Barbara Watsn
Andaya stresses that, when the natinal stry has already been laid ut accrding t
certain accepted frmulae, wmen can nly be included as a kind f supplement. This
has been especially evident in Sutheast Asia, where natinalist mvements and the
struggle against clnialism have been infused with masculine pride. Histries already
articulated in terms f themes such as the suppressed peple, the emergence f leaders,
the awakening f ppular cnsciusness r the successful revlutin have prved highly
resistant t the incrpratin f wmen’s perspectives.
But when narrating the Natin’s predicaments, patriarchal discursive
prductins ften resrt  t steretypes and  metaphrs assciated with  wmen, like
hnur, respectability, victimizatin, maternity, prtectin and care, thus ‘gendering’
mther-Natin, a fragile imaginary female entity. This is the main cnclusin f
Nelufer DeMel’s essay “Setting the stage, gendering the natin”, included in Wmen
and the Natin’s Narrative: Gender and Natinalism in Twentieth Century SriLanka.
The bk explres the develpment f natinalism in Sri Lanka during the past century,
particularly within the dminant Sinhala Buddhist and militant Tamil mvements.
Tracing the ways wmen frm diverse backgrunds have engaged with natinalism,
DeMel argues that gender is crucial t an understanding f natinalism and vice versa,
in several essays whse suggestive titles are, amng thers: “Framing the Natin’s
Respectability”, “Agent r Victim? The Sri Lankan Wman Militant in the
Interregnum” and “Mther Plitics and Wmen’s Plitics? Ntes n the Cntemprary
Sri Lankan Wmen’s Mvement”.
Indeed, natinalism and patriarchy are never static institutins. They shift and
adapt t circumstances and, smetimes, even adpt an apparent feminist stance,
apprpriating (expliting?) the discurse f wmen’s rights. But wmen als act n
their wn behalf, and negtiate patriarchy, capitalism and plitical pprtunities, as well
as cntradictins within natinalism itself, t their advantage. Universal values
cncerning cnventinal female rles are als present in sme strategies used t
recgnize wmen in plitical fields traditinally characterized by male dminance, as in
the case f Megawati Sukarnputri’s 1999 campaign:
During and after the June electins, nt nly Megawati, but als many ther wmen in
Indnesia began reclaiming a significant rle in the plitical life f the cuntry. Apart frm
adding their vice n natinal issues, they have als sught mre attentin fr wmen’s issues,
including demands fr mre jbs in the bureaucracy, frm village head t ministerial psitins,
and access t credit. N dubt these new plitical ‘beginners’ may becme rle mdels fr less
active wmen t enter public life. Althugh the mvement is cnsidered still t disparate t
result in a significant impact, it surely is a strng change in plitical life.2
In Indnesia, under Suhart’s New Order regime, peple were systematically
depliticised, a strategy that, twards wmen, tk the frm f ‘State Ibuism’ r
‘husewificatin’, a prcess by which wmen are scially defined as dependent
husewives, a cnvenient strategy f scial cntrl and capitalist re/prductin. This
was a general setback, if we cmpare it with the rather equalitarian rientatin f the
2 MACHALI, Rchayah, “Wmen and the cncept f pwer in Indnesia”, BLACKBURN, Susan (ed.),
Lve, Sex and Pwer: Wmen in Sutheast Asia, Victria (Australia), Mnash Asia Institute, 2001, p. 2.
This cllectin f eight papers prvides a glimpse f varius styles in writing n Sutheast Asian wmen,
by specialists frm several disciplines. The essays, drawn frm a 1999 cnference held in Melburne,
range frm reprts f early research findings t pst-mdernist reflectins. Five essays are primarily
research-based, and they prvide fresh insights derived frm different methdlgies. Alexander Sucy
(“Rmantic lve and gender hegemny in Vietnam”) draws n talks with his Vietnamese wmen friends
t shw hw they reject ld hierarchies, nly t accept the limits impsed by new, karake taught lessns.
Nurul Ilmi Idrus (“Marriage, sex and vilence”) pens a windw n a little knwn wrld with her case
studies f marital rape, based n painfully intimate interviews. Lyn Parker (“Dmestie science and the
mdern Balinese wman”) analyses peridicals frm the 1920s and 1930s t shw hw ‘new wmen’ in
clnial Bali claimed ‘mdernity’ fr themselves. In her essay “Dalangs and family planning prpaganda
in Indnesia”, Helen Pausacher reveals the gvernment’s manipulatin f traditinal shadw-play
narratives t sell cntraceptin. Peter Hancck uses his knwledge frm earlier research n the lives f
West Javanese wmen factry wrkers t criticise the narrw ccupatin-based fcus f the U.N. criteria
fr assessing gender empwerment. He argues fr the inclusin f mre embedded criteria, such as
participatin in decisin-making, and factrs reflected in such indicatrs as educatin and age at first
marriage. The remaining three papers are f a smewhat mre general nature. Tw cnvey current
preccupatins with Islam and the plitical  leadership f wmen. Rchaya Machali reflects upn
Megawati’s run fr presidency, while Kathryn Rbinsn cntextualises the same issue in a survey f
selected case studies. In “Gender, Islam and culture in Indnesia”, she suggests that there is a tensin
between the flexible and pragmatic accmmdatins by which Islam has been adapted in diverse scieties
(she fcuses n the Javanese, Achinese and Buginese), and the tendency f mdern Islamic mvements t
return t textual interpretatins. The final essay, by Lenre Lyns (“Researching the lives f Singapre
wmen”) is an intrspective accunt f the intellectual and emtinal vyage she herself made while
wrking with the Assciatin f Wmen fr Actin and Research.
revlutinary struggle against Dutch clnizers and the mid-1950s plitical campaigns.
But Megawati Sukarnputri’s campaign als fllwed strict self-impsed
representatins f female pwer, always prtected and justified by  the sacred
inheritance f her father’s name and missin3. The cntinuity f that frmerly ffended
male pwer was the reasn fr Megawati’s wn struggle fr pwer, because she was
acting in the hly name f the father. She was nt herself, she was ‘the daughter f’.
Once her father was revenged, she wuld simply return t the rle f Ibu, wife and
mther, ruling her cuntry as peacefully as any ther husewife rules her hme,
supprting, in the first place, the ambitins f her husband.
This self-interested legitimatin f  hierarchical pwer  structures relies n a
binary steretyped  ppsitin  between genders, which  justifies and perpetuates  the
divisin f sciety int a privileged grup f leading men, and a vast majrity f
pwerless ‘thers’. Dichtmies ratinalize this type f  situatin, making it appear
natural and reasnable.
Steretypes, Dichtmies, Metaphrs and Pwer
Mst texts we have seen refer t several types f steretypes, dichtmies and
idelgically riented metaphrs abut gender related issues in general, and the rle f
wmen in particular. Mrever, traditinal frms f steretyping gender hegemny
have been replaced by ther pwerful, if smewhat mre cvert, frms, such as the nes
pinted ut by Rbert Cnnell in Gender and Pwer: Sciety, the Persn, and Sexual
Plitics: “(a) the hierarchies and wrk-frces f institutinalized vilence-military and
paramilitary frces, plice, prisn systems; (b) the hierarchy and labur frce f heavy
industry (fr example, steel and il cmpanies) and the hierarchy f high technlgy
industry (cmputers, aerspace); (c) the planning and cntrl machinery f the central
state; and (d) wrking-class milieux that emphasize physical tughness and men’s
assciatin with machinery” (109) .
In his Histry f Sexuality, Fucault wrte that “pwer is everywhere; nt
because it embraces everything, but because it cmes frm everywhere” (93). Indeed, in
the cntext f this essay, even mdern ppular culture (in music, cinema, televisin,
nvels and magazines) emerges as a new frm f reinfrcing ld structures f pwer
3 See als: BARREIRA, Irlys Alencar Firm, “Ritualisatins du Féminin Lrs d’une Campagne
Électrale au Brésil”, Anthrplgies et Sciétés, vl. 25, nº 3, 2001, pp. 31-49.
that subrdinate wmen4. A ppular nvel, fr instance, in rder t be ‘ppular’, has t
be an intricate cmpsitin, which expresses and mirrrs the existing life issues, while
having the additinal merit f subtly educating sciety twards alternatives t replace
steretypes. These cncerns are delicately expressed withut acknwledging a definite
but unknwn utpia fr wmen, and withut disturbing the balance f an actual
patriarchal sciety.
In mdern ppular culture, glbal cncepts are lcalized accrding t frequently
impsed rles and expectancies fr lcal wmen. Althugh riginally deriving frm
Western ideas, representatins f rmance, fr instance, have taken a life f their wn in
media images, and are rampant in ppular culture thrughut Asia5. The ideal f the
happy family as the basic cell f sciety is prevalent and it is primarily wmen wh are
held respnsible fr creating it. In wmen’s magazines, the cnnectin between
happiness, family and lve is explicit. And, nce again, we find here the inside/utside
(hme versus the wrld) dichtmy, where the male-dminated utside is accrded
mre prestige than the female-supervised inside. Ppular ideals f rmantic lve
effectively reinfrce gender hegemny, because f the nn-cnfrntatinal way  in
which they are presented. In a nutshell, wmen n lnger serve men because that is
what they were suppsed t d under the patriarchal system; they nw d s because it
is an expressin f their true rmantic lve, which will ultimately reward them with a
mdel happy family.
In Indnesia, everyday language itself shws that, when a cuple is the same
age, the wman takes up the persnal reference fr yung sibling (‘adik’), and the man
fr lder brther (‘kakak’). Thus, a relatinship that psitins men abve wmen in a
hierarchy f reference is seen as rmantic. Mrever, in a much mre dramatic level,
the ntin f dmestic vilence and marital rape may be difficult t lcalize, as in
Indnesia religius experts argue that husband and wife are ‘tw in ne’, and therefre
rape cannt happen in marriage, because raping ne’s wife is similar t raping neself.
Likewise, this issue is regarded as a Western cncept, spread by Western feminists and
believed t be inapprpriate fr Indnesia, where feminism has cmmnly been viewed
4 As a cmplementary reading, see als the chapter n “Ppular Discriminatin” in Jhn Fiske’s
Understanding Ppular Culture, Lndn and New Yrk, Rutledge, 1998 [1989], pp. 129-58.
5 See: SOUCY, Alexander, “Rmantic lve and gender hegemny in Vietnam”, BLACKBURN, Susan
(ed.), Lve, Sex and Pwer, pp. 31-41.
as ppsitin t men rather than an effrt t empwer wmen6. Irnically, ecnmic
dminatin frm the wmen’s side des nt guarantee the absence f vilence: wives
wh are the breadwinners in the family als experience sexual vilence frm their
dependent husbands. Mrever, wmen’s awareness des nt ensure wmen will leave
their vilent marriage: duty, ecnmic dependency, shame, guilt, the lw scial status
f divrce, fear f lsing custdy f children and general acceptance f ne’s lt are the
main factrs f silence whenever vilence happens in the private sphere.
Still in the persnal field, the questin f pregnancy and mtherhd as an
institutin and/r as an experience recalls Julia Kristeva’s dichtmies nature versus
culture and singularity versus ethics. In rder t reflect n this subject, I will be quting
frm the essay “Killing Mtherhd as Institutin and Reclaiming Mtherhd as
Experience: Japanese Wmen Writers, 1970s-90s”, by Fukuk Kbayashi, published in
Transnatinal Asia Pacific: Gender, Culture and the Public Sphere. Amng thers,
Kbayashi analyses the nvel Chôji (Child f Frtune), by Tsushima Yûk (brn in
1947), first published in 1978, which is a radical critique f the pwerful and persistent
institutin f mtherhd that simultaneusly reclaims the experience f mtherhd
with its emphasis n the mther-daughter bnd.
Fukuk Kbayashi fllws Julia Kristeva’s essay “A New Type f Intellectual:
The Dissident”, when she expresses the belief that, while pregnancy can be cnsidered
as a “threshld between nature and culture”, maternity can be seen as a “bridge between
singularity and ethics”. Kristeva further argues that a wman can “find herself at the
pivt f sciality – at nce as a guarantee and a threat t its stability”:
Pregnancy is first f all an institutinalized frm f psychsis: me r it, my wn bdy r
anther bdy. It is an identity that splits, turns in n itself and changes withut becming ther:
the threshld between nature and culture, bilgy and language. Subsequently, with the arrival
f the child and the start f lve (perhaps the nly true lve f a wman fr anther persn,
embracing the cmplete range, frm Lady Macbeth t self-sacrifice), the wman gains the
chance t frm that relatinship with the symblic and ethic Other s difficult t achieve fr a
wman. If pregnancy is a threshld between nature and culture, maternity is a bridge between
singularity and ethics. Thrugh the events f her life, a wman thus finds herself at the pivt f
sciality – she is at nce the guarantee and a threat t its stability.7
6 See: IDRUS, Nurul Ilmi, “Marriage, sex and vilence”, BLACKBURN, Susan (ed.), Lve, Sex and
Pwer, pp. 43-56.
7 KRISTEVA, Julia, “A New Type f Intellectual: The Dissident”, trans. Sean Hand, MOI, Tril (ed.),
The Kristeva Reader, Oxfrd, Blackwell Publishing, 2002 [1986], p. 297. Originally published as an
editrial in Tel Quel in 1977 (number 74, Winter 1977), under the title “Un Nuveau Type d’Intellectuel:
le Dissident”, this article is almst cntemprary with “Why the United States?”. In this shrt essay,
Kristeva argues fr a new frm f plitical engagement amng intellectuals, an engagement that wuld
escape the ld master-slave dialectics utlined by Hegel. Drawing n the experience f marginality and
In Chôji, the uncnventinal prtagnist Kôk may appear t cnstitute a small
threat t Japanese patriarchal sciety, but it is evident that she is als envisined by
Tsushima as a guarantee f a particular kind f sciety, a sciety where the dichtmies
f nature versus culture, r singularity versus ethics, are nt in such extreme ppsitin
as they smetimes appear t be nwadays.
The independent, divrcée Kôk believes t be pregnant as the result f a casual
affair. Thugh this pregnancy is merely a prduct f her wn imaginatin, she actually
feels bdily and mentally transfrmed during this perid. Kk’s decisin t keep her
imaginary baby symblizes her effrt t maintain her wn autnmus universe away
frm the dminant value system f the larger utside wrld, cntinuusly preccupied
with upward mbility and materialistic achievement. She als believes that a child can
grw int maturity by sharing many f the things that his/her mther ges thrugh in
everyday life. Thus, with Chôji, as with many f her ther texts that deal with
mtherhd, Tsushima Yûk shws us that the maternal bdy can be a fertile grund
fr feminist discurse that is at nce subversive and creative.
Mtherhd may indeed be used t create a safe ‘space f prtest’, prtected by
institutinalized discurses, as Malathi de Alwis argues in “Mtherhd as a Space f
Prtest: Wmen’s Plitical Participatin in Cntemprary Sri Lanka”. In Sri Lanka,
during the height f state repressin (1988 t 1990), the Mthers’ Frnt rse t prtest
against the ‘disappearance’ f nearly sixty thusand yung men and many half-ignred
yung wmen. The Mthers’ Frnt used the institutinal discurse f mtherhd,
prjecting essentialist views f wmen that reinfrced the ntin f bilgy as destiny
and legitimized a sex-rle system. Hwever, the unquestinable authenticity f their
grief and that espusal f traditinal family values, within a patriarchal sciety,
prvided the Mthers’ Frnt with an imprtant space fr prtest unavailable t ther
exile, whether physical r cultural, the intellectual can still spearhead a certain kind f subversin f
Western burgeis sciety. Fr Kristeva, there are three grups f intellectual dissidents (the wrd is
chsen with direct reference t the dissident mvements in the Sviet blc): the intellectual wh attacks
plitical pwer directly (thus inevitably remaining within the very discurse f pwer that he is ut t
und); the psychanalyst whse majr cunterpart is religin; and the experimental writer wh is ut t
undermine the law f symblic language: “But thrugh the effrts f thught in language, r precisely
thrugh the excesses f the languages whse very multitude is the nly sign f life, ne can attempt t
bring abut multiple sublatins f the unnamable, the unrepresentable, the vid. This is the real cutting
edge f dissidence” (300). In additin t these three grups, there is the subversive ptential f wmen.
Kristeva here gives a brief and lucid utline f her analysis f the psitin f wmen within the symblic
rder: “A wman is trapped within the frntiers f her bdy and even f her species, and cnsequently
always feels exiled bth by the general clichés that make up a cmmn cnsensus and by the very pwers
f generalizatin intrinsic t language” (296).
rganizatins critical f state practices, recalling the example f the ‘Madres f
Argentina’.
Mving between fact and fictin, wmen nvelists play an imprtant rle in
transmitting steretypes, dichtmies and assciated scial values thrugh multiple
perspectives, n matter hw ppular r highbrw their writing  may  be. Wmen
nvelists  nt  nly encde r affirm  the values f their sciety but they may als
challenge, mdify r give new meanings t thse values thrugh the frmal strategies f
literature. Hwever, ne must nt frget that the cncept f ‘wmen’s writing’ itself can
als be a patrnizing steretype that creates an  underlying dichtmy with ‘men’s
writing’ (r main writing r mankind’s writing) r with ‘(nt) writing like a man’. By
and large, hwever, mst wmen writers seem t have cntinued t be mre sensitive
than men t critical pinin and t the prejudices f a still largely cnservative reading
public.
Thelma Kintanar, Ungku Tahir, Kh Ann and Teti Heraty study these
pssibilities in Emergent Vices: Sutheast Asian Wmen Nvelists, cncentrating in
Malaysia, Brunei, Singapre, the Philippines and Indnesia. The situatin f wmen
nvelists in these cuntries is nt static but is develping in ways that are sufficiently
encuraging t enable us t say that they are beginning t make an impact n their
sciety. Educatin is ne f the majr preccupatins f their wrks, althugh the
cultural cntexts in which the theme ccurs are quite different. Educatin is seen nt
nly as a means f fulfillment fr a wman but as a means f freeing her frm the
bndage and extreme subrdinatin that is her fate in a strict traditinal rder. In the
Filipin nvel by wmen, because f the educatinal histry f the cuntry, which gave
wmen relatively early and equal access t higher educatin, the need fr educatin fr
wmen is nt a predminant theme, as it is in its Malay and Indnesian cunterparts.
Indnesian ppular nvels by wmen writers present selfless herines, dedicated t
wrk, family and sciety, faithful t traditins and custms, meekly accepting
everything that cmes t their lives. The underlying theme in such nvels is scial
injustice twards wmen, at different phases f their lives, in the cntext f a patriarchal
sciety: hw wmen deal with sexuality, whether in r utside marriage; the prblems
faced by a single wman in sciety, especially if she is a widw r a divrcée; the
chice f a career as an alternative fr the mdern wman and its implicatins and
cmplicatins in Indnesian sciety. Cnversely, in the Filipin nvel, injustice twards
wmen is seen as a part f, r subsumed under, scial injustice as a whle. The different
cultural cntexts in which Sutheast Asian wmen nvelists prduce their wrks thus
becme evident. Therefre, as the search fr lcal cncepts actually generates new
cncepts, there has t be an epistemlgical and phenmenlgical adaptatin while
studying gender related issues in Sutheast Asia.
In Search Of Lcal Cncepts: Lcalising Feminism
When talking abut Gender Studies, Sutheast Asia must be understd in terms
f clnialism, pst-clnialism, capitalism, glbalizatin, and their diverse and
intersecting discursive prductins.
Dutch clnial feminists, fr instance, were fully  invlved in the clnial
prject. Their criticism nly addressed Eurpean wmen’s exclusin frm participatry
clnial citizenship, nt wmen f ther ppulatin grups, a racial discriminatin
justified with a cnservative interpretatin f adat, traditin. Elsbeth Lcher-Schlten’s
Wmen and the Clnial State deals with this ambiguus relatinship between
Indnesian and Eurpean wmen and the clnial state, in the frmer Dutch East Indies,
between 1900 and 1942. This wrk is based n new data frm a variety f surces, such
as censuses, clnial archives, rural labur reprts,  husehld  manuals, children’s
fictin and Indnesian press surveys. Wmen Creating Indnesia: The First Fifty Years,
edited by Jean Gelman Taylr, als cllects several insightful essays illustrating hw, in
a clnial cntext, demcracy and feminism were severely limited. Mrever, the men
wh have written the Histry f westerners in Sutheast Asia prduced accunts that
nevertheless ignred the perspectives f the wives, daughters, civil servants, travellers
and female missinaries. Actually, Histry  has thrughly  silenced the vices f
wmen, bth clnizers and clnized, bth Eastern and Western.
Bth Lcher-Schlten and Taylr cnclude that, f the intersecting categries f
gender, race and class, class has remained the  mst restrictive and  permanent.
Indnesian female servants were certainly the ultimate ther – different in race, class,
religin and gender frm thse wh held the pwer. On the ther hand, Indnesian
female servants were very clse t the Eurpean families, as they tk part in the mst
intimate instances f the husehld. Their presence ffered many pssibilities fr
ambivalence, fears and desires, as expressed in the textual representatins f this scial
grup, as well as in many f Pramedya Ananta Ter’s tales frm Cerita Dari Jakarta.
The truth is that the demands f mdernity, the illusin f westernizatin, tgether with
the hpes fr prmtin in the clnial system, smetimes tk the appearance f
cncern fr the rights f wmen, as in the case f the rejectin f pligamy. But the
barriers f class prevailed. There was, fr instance, little cncern fr the cnsequent
situatin f secndary wives and cncubines when pligamy was ablished, r fr the
cheap expendable female wrkfrce f husehld servants, frgtten even by their
Indnesian emplyers.
These – and ther – readings demnstrate hw Western feminism has nt always
been aware, either vluntarily r invluntarily, f the cultural specificity f gender
cnditin in Sutheast Asia.
Adapting Cliffrd Geertz’s thught, as expressed in Lcal Knwledge, feminist
analysis and interventin shuld instead be defined by neither distancing ‘thers’ (ther
wmen) as cunterples, nr drawing them clse as facsimiles, but rather by lcating
itself amng them:
In shrt, accunts f ther peples’ subjectivities can be built up withut recurse t
pretensins t mre-than-nrmal capacities fr eg  effacement and fellw feeling. Nrmal
capacities in these respects are, f curse, essential, as is their cultivatin, if we expect peple t
tlerate ur intrusins int their lives at all and accept us as persns wrth talking t. I am
certainly nt arguing fr insensivity here, and hpe I have nt demnstrated it. But whatever
accurate sense ne gets f what ne’s infrmants are really des nt cme frm the experience
f that acceptance as such. It cmes frm the ability t understand their mdes f expressin,
their symbl systems, which such acceptance allws t develp. Understanding the frm and
pressure f ther’s inner lives is mre like grasping a prverb, catching an allusin, seeing a
jke r reading a pem, than it is like achieving cmmunin. (70)
Clearly, female empwerment means different things at different times in
Histry, as a result f culture, lcal gegraphy and scial, plitical and individual
circumstances. Hwever, n matter hw much feminist agendas might be made-up t
resnate with wmen’s everyday experiences under all thse circumstances, ideas alne
are nt enugh t put effective pressure n the State and sciety. In ther wrds:
empwerment needs t be perceived bth as smething “that cmes frm the wmen
themselves and smething they can wn with pride”8, in individualized frms f
8 ROWLANDS, J, “A wrd f the times, but what des it mean? Empwerment in the discurse and
practice f develpment”, AFSHAR, Haleh, Wmen and Empwerment: Illustratins frm the Third
Wrld, Lndn, MacMillan, 1998, p. 3. If t empwer wmen is t bring them int the decisin-making
prcesses at all levels f sciety, they first need gender plicy, cmbined with access t market, credit,
prperty and incme. In “The Currency f Indnesian Reginal Textiles: Aesthetic Plitics in Lcal,
Transnatinal and Internatinal Emblems”, Lrraine Aragn stresses the imprtance f female labur in
lcal develpment, thrugh traditinal activities like handicraft, weaving and batik. In issues f
subsistence and gender, NGOs als have an influence, as in the case f VWWE – Veteran Wmen and
Widw Entrepreneurs – a self-help prject which intends t build ecnmic independence with pride and
everyday resistance; and as a strategy fr actin, implemented by gvernments and
institutins alike, and accepted (and put int practice) by sciety in general. Because, in
reality, in male-dminated scieties, thugh wmen may be permitted t engage in
cntained activism, thse wmen mbilizing themselves arund highly rganized glbal
feminist agendas are unlikely t receive such indulgence.
In brief, mst wmen in Sutheast Asia face numerus barriers t activism and
find it hard t make their vices heard. Reginal and class differences in dmestic
rganizatin and in wmen’s access t educatin and incme give sme wmen mre
pprtunities fr mbilizatin than thers. Such examples ften expse the
fragmentatin – by lcality, class, and s frth – that is highly likely t harass feminist
rganizatins. But they als cnfirm the high levels f cnsciusness amng wmen
with n previus expsure t feminism as cnventinally understd, and the tenacity
and determinatin f wmen fighting fr their rights even in the face f bstructin.
Resisting the Sacred and the Secular: Wmen’s Activism and Pliticized Religin in
Suth Asia, edited by Patricia Jeffery and Amrita Basu, studies this particular type f
resistance, fcusing n wmen’s agency and activism within the Sutheast Asian
cntext, and their paradxical relatinship with religius plitics in India, Pakistan, Sri
Lanka and Bangladesh. In fact, and cntrary t the hpes f feminists, many wmen
have respnded t religius natinalist appeals; cntrary t the hpes f religius
natinalists, they have als asserted their gender, class, caste and reginal identities;
cntrary t the hpes f natin states, they have ften challenged state plicies and
practices.
Patricia Jeffery’s wn cntributin, in “Agency, Activism, and Agendas”, is
particularly significant, especially when she clearly states that wmen’s mvements are
invariably  situated within specific natinal cntexts f state and ecnmy: “The
cuntries f Suth Asia  have  had different experiences f  state and civil sciety,
electral plitics and military rule, thecracy and secularism. Their ecnmies and their
integratin int the wrld ecnmy have taken different trajectries” (238).
Cnsequently, all these specificities must be integrated int feminist agendas.
Yet, if wmen experience ppressin in lcally specific ways, these experiences
are by n means simply lcal in their rigins and they cannt be effectively cmbated at
a restricted, fragmented level alne, which will nly yield limited effects. Wherever
dignity fr the wmen and children f East Timr.
they are, then, feminists cannt ignre the glbal dimensins f gender issues any mre
than their lcally  specific manifestatins. Lcalism and glbalism – with their
assciated discursive prductins – are nt anther dichtmy: lcalism cannt be
prjected as a cunterpint t the glbal but is itself a significant dimensin f
glbalizatin. Lcal knwledge is in dynamic tensin with glbal knwledge. And the
issue f gender is very much at the heart f all these dynamics, strngly related t
specificities f histrical, cultural, ethnic and class situatedness, requiring an
interdisciplinary, transnatinal apprach.
The cmparative  dimensin necessary fr  what we  might call ‘intercultural
analysis’ has mved away frm an anthrplgical ntin f culture and twards a
ntin f cultures in the plural, as Cliffrd Geertz explains in his Lcal Knwledge:
The hallmark f mdern cnsciusness is its enrmus multiplicity. Fr ur time and
frward, the image f a general rientatin r perspective, grwing  ut f humanistic r
scientific studies, and shaping the directin f culture, is a chimera. (…) The cnceptin f a
‘new humanism’ [cf. a glbal feminist agenda], f frging sme general ‘the best that is being
thught and said’ idelgy and wrking it int the curriculum [cf. agenda], will then seem nt
merely implausible but utpian altgether. Pssibly, indeed, a bit wrrisme. (161)
Cnclusin
In this essay, I have explred the cnstructin f narratives and discurses abut
the lives f Sutheast Asian wmen. I argued against static cnceptins f us versus
them, nature versus culture, right versus wrng, binary ppsitins that have been the
surce f all srts f ppressin. Multiplicity is the sle way f recnciling differences
and verlk ur embeddedness in cultural structures f dminatin and ppressin.
The narrative f wmen’s everyday practice cvers a vast field, that ges frm
traditin t educatin, frm emplyment t health, frm plitics t frestry. But this
narrative is smetimes sadly restricted t stries f vilence, with their ften
metaphrical discursive strategies. As fr the natin’s narrative, wmen are
predminantly secndary characters, subdued t seemingly a-tempral steretypes,
dichtmies and mre r less cvert frms f gender hegemny, which are als visible
in mdern ppular culture and mass means f cmmunicatin. All these narratives lead
the researcher twards adequate categries and methds f study. While wrking n an
epistemlgical adaptatin, gender studies n Sutheast Asia have t be aware f the
frmer relatinship between feminism and the clnial system, as well as f the
simultaneusly glbal and lcal dimensins f gender related issues, which dictate the
specificities f the Sutheastern feminist agenda and cncept f female empwerment.
Feminism exists within scial territries, and acts accrding t their specific
gender related dichtmies. That is why ideas derived frm wmen’s studies elsewhere
in the wrld are being subjected t scrutiny fr their utility in helping t understand
reginal phenmena and hw t research them.
Returning t Edward Said, and accrding t him, cncepts such as the Orient,
Islam r the Arabs are t vast t be gruped tgether and presented as ne cherent
whle, encmpassing all there is t knw abut the subject. Said bases his view n the
width and breadth f the subject. The same ges fr gender related issues in that same
‘Orient’ and elsewhere: ‘wmen’ are a dangerus categry when, again, are ‘gruped
tgether and presented as ne cherent whle’, as shwn by the multiplicity f vices
and narratives by Sutheast Asian wmen we have referred, cntextualised within their
many cultural practices and beliefs.
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